ENGLISH
Year 5&6
Summer Term Week 5

Unit/Lesson focus: the aim of this unit of learning is to write an explanation text
based on the video ‘The Shirt Machine’ located on the following website
https://www.literacyshed.com/shirtmachine.html We will be revising the
features of explanation texts and imperative verbs, looking at different types of
questions, and also focusing on the use of expanded noun phrases and figurative
language in our sentences.
Credit @www.literacyshed.com
Unit Learning Objectives:
L.O.: To identify key features of an explanation text
L.O.: To identify the difference between open and closed questions
L.O.: To identify and use imperative verbs
L.O.: To use expanded noun phrases
L.O.: To use figurative language and descriptive writing to enhance an
explanation text
L.O.: To write an explanation text

Lesson 6 (2)
L.O.: To use the 5 senses in descriptive writing
I can use the 5 senses in my descriptive writing
I can also use the 5 senses and expanded noun phrases in my
descriptive writing
I can even use the 5 senses, expanded noun phrases and a
range of conjunctions to join clauses in my descriptive
writing

Vocabulary focus:

conjunction

Conjunctions are words or phrases that are
used to join two clauses together.

Conjunctions are words or phrases that are used to join
clauses together.
coordinating conjunctions

subordinating conjunctions

Join two main (independent) clauses together

Join a main (independent) clause and a subordinate
(dependent) clause

and
or
but
nor
as
for
so

Most common:
after
if
as
since
when
while
although
before
until
because

even though
provided
once
whether
unless
though
so that
even though

whenever
where
whereas
wherever

Subordinating Conjunctions: The Tricky Bits
Some subordinate conjunction words can also be prepositions.
after

before

until

as

since

After he returned from holiday, George unpacked his suitcase.
In this example ‘after’ is used as a subordinating conjunction to form a subordinate clause.

We have a maths lesson after lunch.
In this example ‘after’ is used as a preposition.
This can be very confusing! If the word is within a group of words that contains a subject
and a verb, then it is usually being used as a subordinating conjunction.

Conjunctions = words or phrases that are used to join
two clauses together.

Example Sentences
Jane ran as fast as she could yet Jill won the race.
You can have butter and jam or marmalade on your
toast, but we don’t have any honey.
I like to read fiction books for I love a good story.
I don’t need a school dinner today because I have
brought sandwiches.
Even though it looked silly, Sarah always put a bow tie
on her cat’s collar.

Questions
Add an appropriate coordinating
conjunction to these sentences.

Underline the subordinating
conjunction in these sentences.

1.

1.

2.
3.
4.

He liked listening to rap _____
classical music.
The weather was fine on Sunday,
______ we chose to stay in and
watch TV instead.
I don’t like cabbage, _____ do I
like broccoli.
I could cook dinner tonight, _____
I could go to the fish and chip
shop.

2.

3.
4.

The cyclist fell off her bike
because the road was icy.
You cannot have any apple
crumble unless you finish your
main course.
After he had finished his dinner,
Robert made a cup of tea.
Until it stops raining, you will have
to stay inside.

Today you are going to use the 5 senses to describe the shirt
machine in action.
Watch The Shirt Machine from 2:17
– 2:32, pausing at the point where
the narrator says, ‘…it only takes a
little while.’
http://www.literacyshed.com/shirtm
achine.html
While you watch, imagine that you
are in the room with the shirt
machine whilst it is switched on.
Think about everything you might
experience with each of your senses
– what you hear, smell, see, feel and
taste.

In a table or a mind map (see an
example of each on the next slide),
write down descriptive words and
expanded noun phrases to describe
what you experience.
You might wish to watch the clip
first then go back through a few
times, stopping as necessary to jot
the parts down.

see

taste

hear
Shirt
machine

Feel

smell

Task:

use the 5 senses and descriptive language to help you describe the shirt machine.

Turn your words and phrases into sentences describing the shirt
machine and how it works. Write two sentences for each sense.
Try writing sentences which contain two senses, using a range of
conjunctions, expanded noun phrases and, where possible, time
conjunctions. Add extra detail and description where you can.
* Don’t forget to punctuate your sentences correctly too.
(Remember, these are your compound sentences and 2A
sentences.)

You can see examples in the WAGOLL.

WAGOLL:
One sense per sentence:
A strong smell of petrol filled the air.
Pistons moved rhythmically up and down.
Wheels whirred incessantly above my head.
Two senses using conjunctions:
A strong smell of petrol filled the air as the cogs of the machine
turned, clicking loudly.
When I stepped through the door, the strangest looking
contraption greeted me and transistors beeped coded messages
around the room.
The ground beneath me shook as wheels whirred incessantly
above my head.

Plenary:
When you have finished, read through your sentences.
Have you

• Used different senses to describe the machine?
• Tried to vary your sentence starters?
• Used expanded noun phrases?
• Chosen different conjunctions to join your clauses?
• Punctuated your sentences correctly, using capital letters,
commas to separate adjectives and fronted adverbials, and
used a full stop to close?

Go through and edit any sentences that you think can be
improved.

Reflection:
Lesson 6
L.O.: To use the 5 senses in descriptive writing
I can use the 5 senses in my descriptive writing
I can also use the 5 senses and expanded noun phrases in my
descriptive writing
I can even use the 5 senses, expanded noun phrases and a
range of conjunctions to join clauses in my descriptive
writing

Answers
Add an appropriate coordinating
conjunction to these sentences.

Underline the subordinating
conjunction in these sentences.

1.

1.

2.
3.
4.

He liked listening to rap and
classical music.
The weather was fine on Sunday,
but we chose to stay in and watch
TV instead.
I don’t like cabbage, nor do I like
broccoli.
I could cook dinner tonight, or I
could go to the fish and chip shop.

2.

3.
4.

The cyclist fell off her bike
because the road was icy.
You cannot have any apple
crumble unless you finish your
main course.
After he had finished his dinner,
Robert made a cup of tea.
Until it stops raining, you will have
to stay inside.

